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Who are the people in your target area? Have you selected a zip code, or areas of focus?

What can the data regarding the demographics and psychographics tell you as you

prepare your engagement with them? What is their preferred method of

communication, and access? 

Message can help gather the data for your target area, and provide a dossier with

insights that can inform as your team crafts a creative and responsive approach for your

outreach that meets people where they are.

You decide how much of a deep dive you’re willing to invest in. Services that provide

this kind of data are sometimes free for basic information. We won’t know until you

provide the target area. We can provide the back up in seeking the information, and

debriefing the data and next steps.

6-9 MONTHS

PRIOR TO

CHURCH'S

EVANGELISM

SERIES

Pre-work



Guest Attraction & assimilation

Church invitation ads

Member witnessing and involvement

Plan a Visit

First Impressions

Follow up systems (Text, Email etc)

Repeatable & scalable process  

Volunteer onboarding

Position descriptions

Volunteer Fairs

Training and mentorship

Follow up 

Feedback

Connecting People

Get new people included

Follow up

Sabbath school, Singles, etc

Tracking data that matters

The second phase of the Message Evangelism Process assists the church or churches

installing 5 systems that are required for church growth through evangelism. It is the

goal in this phase to get church members involved in witnessing and making a habit of

inviting guests to church along. Once guests come they are attached to the church

through creating community and getting them involved. 

The Message Witness workbook and the book 40 Days to Your Harvest by Dr. Jesse

Wilson are materials resources.
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Guest to Greeter System Implementation



97% of people search for local congregations online. Adaptive Marketing

33% of people said that the internet was how they learned about their church,

initially. Networking.crcna.org

46% of church attendees said that a church’s website was important to picking a

church to visit. Network.crcna.org

46% of people say a website’s design is their number one criterion for determining

the credibility of an organization. Hubspot

In one year “over 17 million American adults who don't regularly attend worship

services visited the website of a local church . . .” Grey Matter Research, 2012

Our team, including the marketing team of On the Brink Media, can update the

websites for churches, missions, and meetings in the target area. An attractive

website, that is responsive, and customized, and easy-to-navigate will alert the

digital seeker to an active and engaging community of believers.

Message content updates daily. Through an RSS feed, your congregation can have

access to engaging content, geared for your audience. The updates, and

engagement both on your site, and social media, means your church rises higher in

search rankings, and is ready to be noticed!

See these statistics:

Message can help here in two ways:
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SERIES
Church Connection via Digital Plumbing



Send Message subscriptions to select homes and incarcerated individuals in your

target zip code. Each subscription year of Message covers broadly attractive ideas,

for the general public: Justice, Health, Faith, Destiny/Purpose, Family and

Conscience. Each issue carries interactive Bible studies, as well as fun content from

our health and relationship editors, and Breath of Life Speaker Director Debleaire

Snell. Digital subscriptions are $5, and print, $14.99.

Send members out with a smile for a “tract attack.” The lineup of Message tracts is

ever expanding, and includes engaging pieces on health, relationships, the second

coming, and social justice. “Tract Attack Jumbo Packs” are available at $360 for

12,000 tracts (1,000 each of 12 different titles). A QR code system will be

implemented along with your tract attack to acquire contact information (for church

follow up) and give additional resources to those receiving the tract.

Bible Workers find our Message Bible Studies easy to use, and inviting for each

participant. They’re available at $5 for a set of 12 lessons. A digital interactive

Message bible study is forthcoming.

We have three ways to build on the relationships you cultivate online:
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Reinforce Relationships



Health, wholeness: diet, exercise, weight loss, diabetes reversal, detox, and plant-

based lifestyle.

Relationships: Intimacy, Singles, Children and Teens

Finances: Debt reduction, informed investing, legacy building.

Bible Study: The Rest of Your Story, The Experience

Black History, and the social gospel

Listening and Learning: The hottest book and music pics for uplift

Members and pastors can capitalize on the momentum, and interests cultivated by

scheduling frequent events, and creating affinity groups building upon the content in

Message:
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Message Power Weekend


